CHAIR PREVIEW

June 2022

As we talk business and work hard as an Area, I stopped my day and think of how long and with
how much energy those who came before us provided over the years to flatten and fix the path
for me to arrive where I am today. Thanks to 87 years of history
and experiences with countless good actions based in service and gratitude, I’m sober today
with a clear vision on my now existent future.
Coming up; District 19 hand to hand with 01 and 03 will host the 2022 Summer Assembly, the
fun Assembly, after we accepted a bid in our last area committee meeting. For that we will
need “topics” for the six different roundtables of the Summer Assembly, submissions deadline
is June 25, 2:30pm.
We also passed four different HKM, two with a request for a letter of support to a Young
Peoples in AA committees which is exciting to see getting back to work as usual. We also heard
a new motion to purchase software to help the intense work that every month the I & T gets to
do.
In June we will keep talking about the Final report presented by the Hybrid Ad-Hoc Committee
for the Hybrid Area Assemblies, please talk to your Districts and groups to support on the best
practice on hybrid Area Assemblies in our Area as our tech committee starts coordinating this
transition on taking over this important commitment.
The participation and attendance from our Spanish speaking folks has been showing an
increase and for that an informal Sharing session began in May, starting with a discussion on
what’s the Area’s function, this session will be every month at 10:00am at the Petaluma
Community Center on the fourth Saturday of the month.
Special note: bring your FM RADIO we count with simultaneous interpretation English/Spanish–
Spanish/English just as English assist listening at Area Committee Meetings and all our Area
Assemblies.
In June we’ll continue with our Area Officers Job Descriptions at the beginning of the DCMs
Sharing session, we invite you to join every month, you can find the Assembly Coordinator
position given by Drew B. in this issue of the Comments and or Comentarios, the spirit of
rotation is in the air.
Thanks for the opportunity to serve.
Miguel H
CNCA Chair

